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Abstract
The nested off-diagonal Bethe ansatz is generalized to study the quantum spin chain associated with the 
SUq(3) R-matrix and generic integrable non-diagonal boundary conditions. By using the fusion technique, 
certain closed operator identities among the fused transfer matrices at the inhomogeneous points are derived. 
The corresponding asymptotic behaviors of the transfer matrices and their values at some special points are 
given in detail. Based on the functional analysis, a nested inhomogeneous T –Q relations and Bethe ansatz 
equations of the system are obtained. These results can be naturally generalized to cases related to the 
SUq(n) algebra.
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Exact solution is a very important issue in studies of statistical mechanics, condensed matter 
physics, quantum field theory and mathematical physics [1,2] since those results can provide 
important benchmarks for understanding physical effects in a variety of systems. The coordi-
nate Bethe ansatz and the algebraic Bethe ansatz are two powerful methods to obtain the exact 
solution of the integrable systems [3–7]. With these methods, many interesting exactly solvable 
models, such as the one-dimensional Hubbard model, supersymmetric t–J model, Heisenberg 
spin chain and the δ-potential quantum gas model, were exactly solved. For integrable systems 
with U(1) symmetry, it is easy to find a reference state and these conventional Bethe ansatz can 
be applied to. Indeed, most of the previous studies focus on periodic or diagonal open boundary 
conditions without breaking the U(1) symmetry. However, there exists another kind of integrable 
systems which does not have the U(1) symmetry, such as the integrable systems with generic 
off-diagonal boundary reflections. Because the reference state of this kind of integrable system 
is absent, the conventional Bethe ansatz methods are failed. On the other hand, many interest-
ing phenomena arise in this kind of systems, such as the topological elementary excitations in 
the spin-1/2 torus [8], spiral phase in the Heisenberg model with unparallel boundary magnetic 
field [9] and stochastic process in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics [10–12]. Motivated by 
these important applications, many interesting methods such as the q-Onsager algebra [13–15], 
the modified algebraic Bethe ansatz [16–19] and the Sklyanin’s separation of variables (SoV) 
[20–24] were also applied to some integrable models without U(1) symmetry. Other interesting 
progress can be found in [25–29].
Recently, a new approach, i.e., the off-diagonal Bethe ansatz (ODBA) [8] was proposed to ob-
tain exact solutions of generic integrable models either with or without U(1) symmetry. Several 
long-standing problems were then solved [30–36] via this method. For comprehensive introduc-
tion to this method we refer the readers to [37]. In order to study the high rank integrable models, 
the nested version of ODBA has been proposed for the isotropic (or rational) models [33]. In 
this paper, we study the anisotropic rank-2 spin model with generic integrable boundary condi-
tions. Here the R-matrix is the trigonometric one associated with the SUq(3) algebra and the 
boundary reflection matrices are the most generic reflection matrices which have non-vanishing 
off-diagonal elements. Because the off-diagonal elements of the reflection matrices break the 
U(1) symmetry, the exact solution of the system has been missing even its integrability was 
known for many years ago. By using the fusion technique and nested ODBA, we successfully 
obtain the closed operator identities, the values at the special points and the asymptotic behaviors. 
Based on them, we construct the nested inhomogeneous T –Q relation and obtain the eigenvalue 
of the transfer matrix thus the energy spectrum of the system. These results can be generalized 
to multiple components spin chains related to more higher rank algebra cases.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the general description of the model. The 
SUq(3) R-matrix and corresponding generic integral non-diagonal boundary reflection matrices 
are introduced. In Section 3, by using the fusion technique, we derive the closed operator iden-
tities for the fused transfer matrices and the quantum determinant. The asymptotic behaviors of 
the fused transfer matrix and their values at special points are also obtained. In Section 4, we 
list some necessary functional relations which are used to determine the eigenvalues. Section 5
is devoted to the construction of the nested inhomogeneous T –Q relation and the Bethe ansatz 
equations. In Section 6, we summarize our results and give some discussions. Some results re-
lated to the other types of the general off-diagonal boundary reflections are given in Appendix A.
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Throughout, V denotes a three-dimensional linear space and let {|i〉, i = 1, 2, 3} be an or-
thonormal basis of it. We shall adopt the standard notations. For any matrix A ∈ End(V), Aj is 
an embedding operator in the tensor space V ⊗ V ⊗ · · ·, which acts as A on the j -th space and 
as identity on the other factor spaces. For B ∈ End(V ⊗ V), Bij is an embedding operator of B
in the tensor space, which acts as identity on the factor spaces except for the i-th and j -th ones.
The R-matrix R(u) ∈ End(V ⊗ V) used in this paper is the trigonometric one associated with 
the SUq(3) algebra, which was first proposed by Perk and Shultz [38] and further studied in 
[39–43],
R12(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a(u)
b(u)
b(u)
c(u)
c(u)
d(u) b(u)
a(u)
b(u) c(u)
d(u)
d(u)
b(u)
b(u)
a(u)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (2.1)
where the matrix elements are
a(u) = sinh(u+ η), b(u) = sinh(u), (2.2)
c(u) = eu sinhη, d(u) = e−u sinhη. (2.3)
The R-matrix satisfies the quantum Yang–Baxter equation (QYBE)
R12(u1 − u2)R13(u1 − u3)R23(u2 − u3) = R23(u2 − u3)R13(u1 − u3)R12(u1 − u2),
(2.4)
and possesses the following properties,
Initial condition : R12(0) = sinhηP12, (2.5)
Unitarity relation : R12(u)R21(−u) = ρ1(u) × id, (2.6)
Crossing Unitarity relation : Rt112(u)M1 Rt121(−u− 3η)M−11 = ρ2(u) × id, (2.7)
PT-symmetry : R21(u) = Rt1 t212 (u), (2.8)
Periodicity : R12(u+ iπ) = −R12(u). (2.9)
Here R21(u) = P12R12(u)P12 with P12 being the usual permutation operator and ti denotes trans-
position in the i-th space. The functions ρ1(u), ρ2(u) and the crossing matrix M are given by
ρ1(u) = − sinh(u− η) sinh(u+ η), (2.10)
ρ2(u) = − sinh(u) sinh(u+ 3η), (2.11)
M=
⎛
⎝ e4η e2η
1
⎞
⎠ . (2.12)
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M1M2 R12(u)M−11 M−12 = R12(u). (2.13)
Let us introduce the reflection matrix K−(u) and its dual one K+(u). The former satisfies the 
reflection equation (RE)
R12(u1 − u2)K−1 (u1)R21(u1 + u2)K−2 (u2)
= K−2 (u2)R12(u1 + u2)K−1 (u1)R21(u1 − u2), (2.14)
and the latter satisfies the dual RE
R12(u2 − u1)K+1 (u1)M−11 R21(−u1 − u2 − 3η)M1K+2 (u2)
= K+2 (u2)M−12 R12(−u1 − u2 − 3η)M2K+1 (u1)R21(u2 − u1). (2.15)
In this paper we consider the generic non-diagonal K-matrices K−(u) found in [44–46]. There 
are three kinds of reflecting K-matrix:
(I) : K−(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
eu sinh(ζ − u)+ ce2u sinh(2u) 0 0
0 eu sinh(ζ − u) c1 sinh(2u)
0 c2 sinh(2u) e−u sinh(ζ + u)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,
(2.16)
with the constraint
c2 = c1c2 + ceζ .
Thus the four boundary parameters c, c1 c2 and ζ are not independent with each other.
(II) : K−(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
eu sinh(ζ − u) 0 c1 sinh(2u)
0 eu sinh(ζ − u)+ c sinh(2u) 0
c2 sinh(2u) 0 e−u sinh(ζ + u)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ ,
(2.17)
with the constraint
c2 = c1c2 + ce−ζ .
(III) : K−(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
eu sinh(ζ − u) c1 sinh(2u) 0
c2 sinh(2u) e−u sinh(ζ + u) 0
0 0 e−u sinh(ζ + u)+ ce−2u sinh(2u)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠,
(2.18)
with the constraint
c2 = c1c2 − ceζ .
The dual non-diagonal reflection matrix K+(u) is given by
K+(u) =MK−(−u− 3η/2)
∣∣∣(ζ,c,c ,c )→(ζ ′,c′,c′ ,c′ ) . (2.19)1 2 1 2
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row” (or one-row) monodromy matrices T0(u) and Tˆ0(u)
T0(u) = R0N(u− θN)R0 N−1(u− θN−1) · · ·R01(u− θ1), (2.20)
Tˆ0(u) = R10(u+ θ1)R20(u+ θ2) · · ·RN0(u+ θN), (2.21)
where {θj , j = 1, · · · , N} are the inhomogeneous parameters and N is the number of sites. The 
one-row monodromy matrices are the 3 × 3 matrices in the auxillary space 0 and their elements 
act on the quantum space V⊗N . For the system with open boundaries, we need to define the 
double-row monodromy matrix T0(u)
T0(u) = T0(u)K−0 (u)Tˆ0(u). (2.22)
Then the transfer matrix of the system is constructed as [7]
t (u) = tr0{K+0 (u)T0(u)}. (2.23)
From the QYBE (2.4), RE (2.14) and dual RE (2.15), one can prove that the transfer matrices with 
different spectral parameters commute with each other, [t (u), t (v)] = 0. Therefore, t (u) serves 
as the generating functional of all the conserved quantities of the system. The model Hamiltonian 
can be constructed by taking the derivative of the logarithm of the transfer matrix of the system
H = sinhη∂ ln t (u)
∂u
|u=0,{θj }=0. (2.24)
3. Fusion
Following [33], we apply the fusion technique [47–49] to study the present model. The fusion 
procedure will lead to the desired operator identities to determine the spectrum of the transfer 
matrix t (u) given by (2.23). For this purpose, let us introduce the following vectors in the tensor 
space V ⊗ V similarly as [36]
|	(1)12 〉 =
1√
2eη coshη
(|1,2〉 − eη|2,1〉),
|	(2)12 〉 =
1√
2eη coshη
(|1,3〉 − eη|3,1〉), (3.1)
|	(3)12 〉 =
1√
2eη coshη
(|2,3〉 − eη|3,2〉),
in the tensor space V ⊗ V and
|	123〉 = 1√
2e3η(2 coshη + cosh 3η)(|1,2,3〉 − e
η|1,3,2〉 + e2η|3,1,2〉
− eη|2,1,3〉 + e2η|2,3,1〉 − e3η|3,2,1〉), (3.2)
in the tensor space V ⊗ V ⊗ V. The associated projectors1 are
1 We note that in contrast to most of rational models, here P−12 	= P−21. Therefore, the orders of sub-indices in 
(3.9)–(3.14) are crucial (cf. [33]).
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P−123 = |	123〉〈	123|. (3.4)
Direct calculation shows that the R-matrix given by (2.1) at some degenerate points are propor-
tional to the projectors,
R12(−η) = P−12 × S12, R12(−η)R13(−2η)R23(−η) = P−123 × S123, (3.5)
where the diagonal matrices S12 and S123 are given by
S12 = − sinh 2η ×Diag[1, eη, eη, e−η,1, eη, e−η, e−η,1], (3.6)
S123 = −2 sinh 2η sinh2 η(2 coshη + cosh 3η)×Diag[1,1,1,1,1, e3η,1, eη,1,1,1, eη,
1,1,1, e−η,1,1,1, e−η,1, e−3η,1,1,1,1,1]. (3.7)
The fused transfer matrices are defined as
tm(u) = tr12···m{K+<12···m>(u)T<12···m>(u)K−<12···m>(u)Tˆ<12···m>(u)}, m = 1,2,3,
(3.8)
where
K+12···m(u) = K+<2···m>(u− η)M−12 R1m(−2u+ (m− 1)η − 3η)
×R1m−1(−2u+ (m− 2)η − 3η) · · ·R12(−2u+ η − 3η)M2K+1 (u), (3.9)
K+<12···m>(u) = P−12···mK+12···m(u)P−mm−1···1, (3.10)
K−12···m(u) = K−1 (u)R21(2u− η)
×R31(2u− 2η) · · ·Rm1(2u− (m− 1)η)K−<2···m>(u− η), (3.11)
K−<12···m>(u) = P−mm−1···1K−12···m(u)P−12···m, (3.12)
T<12···m>(u) = P−mm−1···1T1(u)T2(u− η) · · ·Tm(u− (m− 1)η)P−mm−1···1, (3.13)
Tˆ<12···m>(u) = P−12···mTˆ1(u)Tˆ2(u− η) · · · Tˆm(u− (m− 1)η)P−12···m, (3.14)
and the notation t1(u) = t (u) is used. By repeatedly using the QYBE (2.4), the RE (2.14), the 
dual RE (2.15) and the definition (3.8), one can prove that all these fused transfer matrices are 
commutative with each other
[tm(u), tk(v)] = 0, m, k = 1,2,3. (3.15)
Thus they have the common eigenstates. Furthermore, we find that the transfer matrix given by 
(3.8) satisfies the following operator production identities
t (±θj )tm(±θj − η) = tm+1(±θj )
m∏
k=1
ρ−12 (±2θj − kη), j = 1, . . . ,N, m = 1,2, (3.16)
t2(±θj + η) = 0, j = 1, · · · ,N. (3.17)
We note that the fused transfer matrix t3(u) equals to its quantum determinant multiplying the 
unity matrix. Thus the operators production identities (3.16) are closed. The explicit form of the 
fused transfer matrix t3(u) reads
t3(u) = 
q(u)× id = 
q{T (u)}
q{Tˆ (u)}
q{K+(u)}
q{K−(u)} × id, (3.18)
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q{Tˆ (u)}, 
q{K+(u)} and 
q{K−(u)} are the quantum determinants of the 
matrices T (u), Tˆ (u), K+(u) and K−(u), respectively. The quantum determinants of the one-row 
monodromy matrices are

q{T (u)} =
N∏
l=1
sinh(u− θl + η) sinh(u− θl − η) sinh(u− θl − 2η), (3.19)

q{Tˆ (u)} =
N∏
l=1
sinh(u+ θl + η) sinh(u+ θl − η) sinh(u+ θl − 2η). (3.20)
The quantum determinant of the reflecting matrix (I) given by (2.16) is

q{K−(u)} = −(eu−η sinh(ζ − u+ η)+ ce2u−2η sinh(2u− 2η))
× (sinh(ζ − u) sinh(ζ + u)− c1c2 sinh(2u) sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η)
= −(eu−η sinh(ζ − u+ η)+ ce2u−2η sinh(2u− 2η))
× (eu sinh(ζ − u)+ ce2u sinh(2u))
× (e−u sinh(ζ + u)− ce−2u sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η). (3.21)
The quantum determinant of the reflecting matrix (II) given by (2.17) is

q{K−(u)} = −(eu−η sinh(ζ − u+ η)+ c sinh(2u− 2η))
× (sinh(ζ − u) sinh(ζ + u)− c1c2 sinh(2u) sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η)
= −(eu−η sinh(ζ − u+ η)+ c sinh(2u− 2η))
× (eu sinh(ζ − u)+ c sinh(2u))
× (e−u sinh(ζ + u)− c sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η). (3.22)
The quantum determinant of the reflecting matrix (III) given by (2.18) is

q{K−(u)} = −(e−u+η sinh(ζ + u− η)+ ce−2u+2η sinh(2u− 2η))
× (sinh(ζ − u) sinh(ζ + u)− c1c2 sinh(2u) sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η)
= −(e−u+η sinh(ζ + u− η)+ ce−2u+2η sinh(2u− 2η))
× (eu sinh(ζ − u)− ce2u sinh(2u))
× (e−u sinh(ζ + u)+ ce−2u sinh(2u))
× sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u− 3η) sinh(2u− 4η). (3.23)
The quantum determinant of the dual reflecting matrices K+(u) can be obtained by the mapping

q{K+(u)} = e6η
q{K−(−u+ η )}|(c,ζ→c′,ζ ′).2
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T<123>(u) = 
q{T (u)}P−321, (3.24)
Tˆ<123>(u) = 
q{Tˆ (u)}P−123, (3.25)
K−<123>(u) = 
q{K−(u)}|	321〉〈	123|, (3.26)
K+<123>(u) = 
q{K+(u)}|	123〉〈	321|. (3.27)
Form the definition of fused transfer matrices (3.8), the corresponding asymptotic behav-
iors can be calculated directly. Obviously, different reflection parameters will give different 
asymptotic behaviors. Without losing the generality, we consider the case corresponding to the 
reflection matrices K±(u) given by (2.16) and (2.19) and the details for the results for the other 
cases will be presented in Appendix. Then the asymptotic behaviors read
t1(u)|u→+∞ = − 14N+1 e
(2N+4)u+3η
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
eηe2ηQ(1)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)eNηe−ηQ
(1)
]
+ · · · , (3.28)
t1(u)|u→−∞ = − 14N+1 e
−(2N+4)u−3η [c′ c1c2
c
eηe−2ηQ(1)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e−NηeηQ
(1)
]
+ · · · , (3.29)
t2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+4ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
eηe−2ηQ(1)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e−NηeηQ
(1)
]
+ · · · , (3.30)
t2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u−2ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
eηe2ηQ(1)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)eNηe−ηQ
(1)
]
+ · · · , (3.31)
where the operator Q(1) is
Q(1) =
N∑
l=1
E11l , E
11 =
⎛
⎝ 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ . (3.32)
In the derivation, the relations c(c − eζ ) = c1c2 and c′(c′ − eζ ′) = c′1c′2 are used. It is remarked 
that the non-diagonal K-matrices (given by (2.16) and (2.19)) only break two of the original three 
U(1)-symmetries for the diagonal K-matrices or periodical case, and that the system still has a 
remaining U(1)-symmetry which is generated by the operator Q(1).
The fused transfer matrices tm(u) have other useful properties. For example, their values at 
some special points can be calculated directly by using the properties of the R-matrix and the 
reflection matrices K±. We list them in the following
tm(u+ iπ) = tm(u), m = 1,2, (3.33)
t (0) =
N∏
ρ1(−θl)tr{K+(0)}K−(0)× id, (3.34)
l=1
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iπ
2
) = (−1)N
N∏
l=1
ρ1(−θl + iπ2 )tr{K
+( iπ
2
)}K−( iπ
2
)× id, (3.35)
t (−3η
2
) =
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 3η2 )tr{K
−(−3η
2
)M}M−1K+(−3η
2
)× id, (3.36)
t (−3η
2
+ iπ
2
) = (−1)N
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 3η2 −
iπ
2
)tr{K−(−3η
2
+ iπ
2
)M}
×M−1K+(−3η
2
+ iπ
2
)× id, (3.37)
t2(
η
2
) = tr12
{
P−12K
+
2 (−
η
2
)M−12 R12(−3η)M2K+1 (
η
2
)R12(0)P−12
}
ρ−K(
η
2
)
×
N∏
l=1
ρ1(
η
2
− θl)ρ1(−η2 − θl)× id, (3.38)
t2(
η
2
+ iπ
2
) = tr12
{
P−12K
+
2 (−
η
2
+ iπ
2
)M−12 R12(−3η)M2K+1 (
η
2
+ iπ
2
)R12(0)P−12
}
× ρ−K(
η
2
+ iπ
2
)
N∏
l=1
ρ1(
η
2
− θl + iπ2 )ρ1(−
η
2
− θl + iπ2 )× id, (3.39)
t2(−η) = tr12
{
P−12R12(0)K
−
1 (−η)R21(−3η)K−2 (−2η)M1M2P−12
}
ρ+K(
η
2
)
×
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 2η)ρ2(−θl − η) × id, (3.40)
t2(−η + iπ2 ) = tr12
{
P−12R12(0)K
−
1 (−η +
iπ
2
)R21(−3η)K−2 (−2η +
iπ
2
)M1M2P
−
12
}
× ρ+K(
η
2
+ iπ
2
)
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 2η + iπ2 )ρ2(−θl − η +
iπ
2
)× id, (3.41)
t2(0) = b(−η)b(−2η)K−(0)
N∏
l=1
ρ1(−θl)tr{K+(0)} t (−η), (3.42)
t2(
iπ
2
) = b(−η)b(−2η)K−( iπ
2
)(−1)N
N∏
l=1
ρ1(
iπ
2
− θl)tr{K+( iπ2 )} t (−η), (3.43)
t2(−η2 ) = b(−η)b(−2η)M
−1K+(−3η
2
)
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 3η2 )tr{K
−(−3
2
η)M} t (−η
2
),
(3.44)
t2(−η2 +
iπ
2
) = b(−η)b(−2η)M−1K+(−3η
2
+ iπ
2
)(−1)N
N∏
l=1
ρ2(−θl − 3η2 +
iπ
2
)
× tr{K−(−3η + iπ )M}t (−η + iπ ), (3.45)
2 2 2 2
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3η
2
) = t2(−3η2 +
iπ
2
) = 0, (3.46)
where the notations ρ−K(u) and ρ
+
K(u) are defined as
ρ−K(u) = K−(u)K−(−u), ρ+K(u) = ρ−K(u)|c,ζ,c1,c2→c′,ζ ′,c′1,c′2 . (3.47)
In the derivation, we have used the relations
K±(u+ πi) = K±(u), R(u+ πi) = −R(u), (3.48)
T0(u)Tˆ0(−u) =
N∏
l=1
ρ1(u− θl)× id, (3.49)
T
t0
0 (u)M0Tˆ
t0
0 (−u− 3η)M−10 =
N∏
l=1
ρ2(u− θl)× id. (3.50)
4. Functional relations
Because the fused transfer matrices tm(u) commute with each other, they have the common 
eigenstates. Let |〉 be a common eigenstate of tm(u), which dose not depend upon u, with the 
eigenvalues m(u),
tm(u)|〉 = m(u)|〉, m = 1,2,3.
Again, we use the notation 1(u) = (u), which represents the eigenvalue of transfer matrix 
t (u) given by (2.23). The (u), as an entire function of u, is a trigonometric polynomial of 
degree 2N + 4, which can be completely determined by 2N + 5 conditions. The 2(u), as an 
entire function of u, is a trigonometric polynomial of degree 4N + 12, which can be completely 
determined by 2N + 13 conditions.2
From the operator production identities (3.16) and (3.33), we have
m(u+ iπ) = m(u), m = 1,2, (4.1)
(±θj )m(±θj − η) = m+1(±θj )
m∏
k=1
ρ−12 (±2θj − kη), j = 1, . . . ,N, m = 1,2,
(4.2)
2(±θj + η) = 0, j = 1, . . . ,N, (4.3)
3(u) = 
q(u). (4.4)
The values of (u) at the special points
0,
iπ
2
, −3η
2
, −3η
2
+ iπ
2
, (4.5)
should be the same as those given by (3.34)–(3.37) of the transfer matrix t (u). At the same time, 
the values of 2(u) at the special points
2 It is noted that the relations (3.17) give the other 2N conditions.
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iπ
2
,
η
2
,
η
2
+ iπ
2
, η, η + iπ
2
,
−η
2
, −η
2
+ iπ
2
, −η, −η + iπ
2
, −3η
2
, −3η
2
+ iπ
2
, (4.6)
should be the same as those given by (3.38)–(3.46) of the fused transfer matrix t2(u).
The asymptotic behaviors of m(u) can be obtained by acting the operators in (3.28)–(3.31)
on the corresponding eigenstates. The asymptotic behaviors (3.28)–(3.31) allows us to decom-
pose the whole Hilbert space H into N + 1 subspaces, i.e., H = ⊕NM=0H(M) according to the 
action of the operator Q(1) given by (3.32):
Q(1)H(M) = MH(M), M = 0,1, · · · ,N. (4.7)
The commutativity of the transfer matrices and the operator Q(1) implies that each of the sub-
space is invariant under tm(u). Hence the whole set of eigenvalues of the transfer matrices can 
be decomposed into N + 1 series. Acting the operators in (3.28)–(3.31) on any subspace H(M), 
we obtain the asymptotic behaviors of the corresponding m(u)
1(u)|u→+∞ = −e
(2N+4)u+3η
4N+1
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e2Mη+η + (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · ,
(4.8)
1(u)|u→−∞ = −e
−(2N+4)u−3η
4N+1
[
c′ c1c2
c
e−2Mη+η + (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · ,
(4.9)
2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+4ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
e−2Mη+η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · , (4.10)
2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u−2ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e2Mη+η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · . (4.11)
Therefore, the functional relations (4.1)–(4.4), the values at special points (4.5)–(4.6) and the 
asymptotic behaviors3 (4.8)–(4.11) can provide us sufficient conditions to completely determine 
the corresponding eigenvalues m(u).
5. Nested inhomogeneous T –Q relation
Now we construct the eigenvalues m(u) of the fused transfer matrices tm(u). For simplicity, 
we define some functions
b0(u) =
N∏
j=1
sinh(u− θj ) sinh(u+ θj ), a0(u) = b0(u+ η), (5.1)
3 It is remarked that for elliptical integrable models asymptotic behaviors such as (4.8)–(4.11) will be replaced by the 
associated quasi-periodicities of the fused transfer matrices (for an example, see [31] (or [32]) for the XYZ closed chain 
(or the XYZ open chain)).
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Lk∏
l=1
sinh(u− λ(k)l ) sinh(u+ λ(k)l + kη), k = 1,2, (5.2)
where L1 and L2 are non-negative integers. Due to the survived U(1) conserved charge Q(1)
in the system, the number of one kind of Bethe roots can be chosen as M , which is similar as 
the algebraic Bethe ansatz. Without losing generality, we put L2 = M . In order to construct the 
eigenvalues of the fused transfer matrices, we introduce three z˜(u) functions
z˜1(u) = z1(u)+ x1(u), z˜2(u) = z2(u), z˜3(u) = z3(u). (5.3)
Here zm(u) is defined as
zm(u) = sinh(2u) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ (m− 1)η) sinh(2u+mη)K
(m)(u)b0(u)
Q(m−1)(u+ η)Q(m)(u− η)
Q(m−1)(u)Q(m)(u)
,
m = 1,2,3, (5.4)
with the notations Q(0)(u) = b0(u), Q(3)(u) = 1 and x1(u) is defined as
x1(u) = sinh(2u) sinh(2u+ 3η)a0(u)b0(u)f1(u)Q
(2)(−u− η)
Q(1)(u)
, (5.5)
where K(m)(u) are the decompositions of the quantum determinant and f1(u) is a function which 
will be determined later.
The nested functional T –Q ansatz is expressed as
(u) =
3∑
i1=1
z˜i1(u)
= sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) K
(1)(u)a0(u)
Q(1)(u− η)
Q(1)(u)
+ sinh(2u) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) sinh(2u+ 2η)K
(2)(u)b0(u)
Q(1)(u+ η)Q(2)(u− η)
Q(1)(u)Q(2)(u)
+ sinh(2u)
sinh(2u+ 2η)K
(3)(u)b0(u)
Q(2)(u+ η)
Q(2)(u)
+ sinh(2u) sinh(2u+ 3η)a0(u)b0(u)f1(u)Q
(2)(−u− η)
Q(1)(u)
, (5.6)
2(u) = ρ2(2u− η)
⎡
⎣ ∑
1≤i1<i2≤3
z˜i1(u)z˜i2(u− η)− x1(u)z2(u− η)
⎤
⎦
= ρ2(2u− η)b0(u− η)
×
{
sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u) sinh(2u− η) K
(1)(u)K(2)(u− η)a0(u)Q
(2)(u− 2η)
Q(2)(u− η)
+ sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) sinh(2u) K
(1)(u)K(3)(u− η)a0(u)Q
(1)(u− η)Q(2)(u)
Q(1)(u)Q(2)(u− η)
+ sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)K(2)(u)K(3)(u− η)b0(u)Q
(1)(u+ η)
(1)sinh(2u+ η) sinh(2u+ 2η) Q (u)
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sinh(2u)
sinh(2u) sinh(2u+ 3η)a0(u)b0(u)f1(u)Q
(2)(−u− η)
Q(1)(u)
× Q
(2)(u)K(3)(u− η)
Q(2)(u− η)
}
, (5.7)
3(u) =
3∏
k=1
ρ2(2u− kη)z1(u)z2(u− η)z3(u− 2η), (5.8)
where the non-negative integer L1 is
L1 = N +M + 6. (5.9)
Because the eigenvalues m(u) are the trigonometric polynomials, the residues of right hand 
sides of Eqs. (5.6)–(5.8) should be zero, which gives the constraints of the Bethe roots {λ(r)l }
thus the Bethe ansatz equations. The Bethe ansatz equations obtained from the regularity of 
(u) should be the same as that obtained from the regularity of 2(u). The function Q(r)(u) has 
two zero points, λ(r)l and −λ(r)l − rη. The Bethe ansatz equations obtained from these two points 
also should be the same, which requires
K(r)(u)K(r)(−u− rη) = K(r+1)(u)K(r+1)(−u− rη), r = 1,2. (5.10)
We note that 3(u) is a trigonometric polynomial automatically. The fact that 3(u) should be 
the quantum determinant requires
K(1)(u)K(2)(u− η)K(3)(u− 2η) = 
q{K
−(u)}
q{K+(u)}∏3
k=1 sinh(2u+ kη) sinh(2u− (k + 1)η)
. (5.11)
The consistency of Bethe ansatz equations also require that the function f1(u) has the crossing 
symmetry
f1(u) = f1(−u− η). (5.12)
Furthermore, the eigenvalues m(u) should satisfy the functional relations (4.2). This gives 
other constraints of the function f1(u). Considering all the above requirements, we parameterize 
the function f1(u) as
f1(u) = (14 )
3h sinh(2u) sinh2(2u+ η) sinh(2u+ 2η) sinh(2u− η) sinh(2u+ 3η), (5.13)
where h is a constant which is determined by the asymptotic behaviors of the m(u).
Now, we are ready to give the Bethe ansatz equations as following
1 + sinh(2λ
(1)
l )
sinh(2λ(1)l + 2η)
K(2)(λ(1)l )b0(λ
(1)
l )
K(1)(λ(1)l )a0(λ
(1)
l )
Q(1)(λ(1)l + η)Q(2)(λ(1)l − η)
Q(1)(λ(1)l − η)Q(2)(λ(1)l )
= −h sinh2(2λ(1)l ) sinh3(2λ(1)l + η) sinh(2λ(1)l + 2η) sinh(2λ(1)l + 3η)
× sinh(2λ(1)l − η)
b0(λ
(1)
l )Q
(2)(λ(1)l − η)
43K(1)(λ(1)l )Q(1)(λ
(1)
l − η)
, l = 1, . . . ,M +N + 6, (5.14)
sinh(2λ(2)k + 3η)
sinh(2λ(2) + η)
K(2)(λ(2)k )
K(3)(λ(2))
Q(1)(λ(2)k + η)Q(2)(λ(2)k − η)
Q(1)(λ(2))Q(2)(λ(2) + η)
= −1, k = 1, . . . ,M. (5.15)
k k k k
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ansatz (u) given by (5.6) and the ansatz 2(u) given by (5.7). Moreover, the ansatz (5.6)–(5.8)
indeed satisfy the function relations (4.2).
The left tasks are to determine the value of h in the ansatz (5.6)–(5.8), which can be done 
by analyzing the asymptotic behaviors, and to check the consistency of values at the special 
points (4.5)–(4.6). Because there are three kinds of boundary reflection matrices and they give 
the different behaviors, let us consider them one by one.
For the reflection matrices K± given by (2.16) and (2.19), the decomposition K(i)(u) can be 
chosen as
K(1)(u) = e2η(e−u sinh(ζ + u)− ce−2u sinh 2u)
× (eu− η2 sinh(ζ ′ − u+ η
2
)+ c′e2(u− η2 ) sinh 2(u− η
2
)), (5.16)
K(2)(u) = e2η(eu+η sinh(ζ − u− η)+ ce2(u+η) sinh 2(u+ η))
× (e−u− 3η2 sinh(ζ ′ + u+ 3η
2
)− c′e−2(u+ 3η2 ) sinh 2(u+ 3η
2
)), (5.17)
K(3)(u) = K(2)(u). (5.18)
From the asymptotic behaviors (4.8)–(4.11) of the corresponding trigonometric polynomials, we 
arrive at the value of h
h = c c
′
1c
′
2
c′
e(M+N)η+15η + c′ c1c2
c
e−(M+N)η−13η − (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η). (5.19)
Then one can check that the values of ansatz (5.6)–(5.7) at the special points (4.5)–(4.6) are the 
same as those of the corresponding fused transfer matrices, and we finish our construction.
Taking the homogeneous limit {θj = 0, j = 1, . . . , N}, we conclude that the T –Q relation 
(u) given by (5.6) is the eigenvalue of the transfer matrices t (u) of the trigonometric SU(3)
open spin chain with the most general off-diagonal integrable boundary conditions. The energy 
of the Hamiltonian (2.24) reads
E = sinhη∂ ln(u)
∂u
|u=0,{θj }=0, (5.20)
where the Bethe roots should satisfy the Bethe ansatz equations (5.14)–(5.15). Above results can 
be reduced to the diagonal boundaries ones obtained by the algebraic Bethe ansatz [50–52].
Numerical solutions of the BAEs (5.14)–(5.15) for small size4 with a random choice of η
imply that the BAEs indeed give the complete solutions of the model. Here we present the result 
for the N = 2 case: the numerical solutions of the BAEs for the N = 2 case are shown in Table 1, 
while the calculated (u) curves for the case of N = 2 are shown in Fig. 1.
4 It is still an interesting open problem to investigate the root pattern of the BAEs (5.14)–(5.15) associated with the 
inhomogeneous T –Q relation. Nevertheless, a standard method to study the thermodynamic limit was developed in 
[34] by considering a sequence of discrete η values at which the inhomogeneous terms in the BAEs vanish and in the 
thermodynamic limit these discrete η values become dense.
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= −0.5, c′1 = −0.7. The symbol n indicates the number of 
om the exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (2.24).
λ
(1)
6 λ
(1)
7
0000i −0.1500 − 0.1466i −0.7730 + 0.0000i
0000i −0.1500 + 0.3054i 0.3917 − 0.0000i
0000i −0.1500 − 0.2984i 0.3884 + 0.0000i
0000i 0.1351 + 0.0000i 0.4436 − 0.0000i
0000i 0.5641 − 1.5708i 0.4502 − 0.0000i
3419i 0.4947 − 1.3419i 0.4722 − 0.0000i
3478i 0.4870 − 1.3478i 0.4822 + 0.0000i
3482i 0.4868 − 1.3482i 0.4855 − 0.0000i
0377i 0.5110 − 0.0377i 0.4786 + 1.3557i
λ
(2)
2 En n
– −4.932732 1
– 0.044922 2
– 1.356985 3
– 2.206441 4
– 3.696554 5
– 6.612138 6
– 6.923080 7
– 7.079096 8
0.1841 + 0.0000i 8.942457 9Table 1
Solutions of BAEs (5.14)–(5.15) for the case of N = 2, η = 0.3, {θj = 0}, ζ = 0.1, c = 1.0, c1 = −0.5, ζ ′ = −0.1, c′
the eigenvalues, and En is the corresponding eigenenergy. The energy En calculated from (5.20) is the same as that fr
λ
(1)
1 λ
(1)
2 λ
(1)
3 λ
(1)
4 λ
(1)
5
0.4091 + 0.1448i 0.4091 − 0.1448i 0.4942 + 1.3424i 0.4942 − 1.3424i 0.2366 − 0.
0.3823 + 0.1863i 0.3823 − 0.1863i 0.4842 + 1.3499i 0.4842 − 1.3499i 0.1292 − 0.
−0.7839 − 1.3503i −0.7839 + 1.3503i −0.6860 + 0.1856i −0.6860 − 0.1856i 0.0983 − 0.
0.3461 + 0.1125i 0.3461 − 0.1125i 0.4989 + 1.3364i 0.4989 − 1.3364i 0.3242 − 0.
0.4981 − 1.3375i 0.4981 + 1.3375i 0.3679 + 0.1168i 0.3679 − 0.1168i 0.2843 − 0.
0.0946 + 0.0271i 0.0946 − 0.0271i 0.4139 + 0.1390i 0.4139 − 0.1390i 0.4947 + 1.
0.1029 + 0.0175i 0.1029 − 0.0175i 0.4165 + 0.1626i 0.4165 − 0.1626i 0.4870 + 1.
0.4211 + 0.1625i 0.4211 − 0.1625i 0.0997 + 0.0211i 0.0997 − 0.0211i 0.4868 + 1.
−0.3852 − 0.0302i −0.3852 + 0.0302i 0.4432 + 0.1924i 0.4432 − 0.1924i 0.5110 + 0.
λ
(1)
8 λ
(1)
9 λ
(1)
10 λ
(2)
1
0.5592 − 1.5708i – – –
0.4614 + 0.0000i 0.5501 − 1.5708i – −0.3000 + 0.2629i
−0.7641 + 0.0000i −0.8497 + 1.5708i – −0.3000 − 0.2664i
0.5651 − 1.5708i – – –
0.1007 + 0.0000i – – –
0.5597 + 1.5708i – – –
0.3507 − 0.0000i −0.8526 − 1.5708i – 0.0104 + 0.0000i
0.3483 − 0.0000i −0.8522 + 1.5708i – 0.0235 − 0.0000i
0.4786 − 1.3557i 0.2226 + 0.0000i −0.8440 − 1.5708i −0.0527 + 0.0000i
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(u) vs. u for the case of N = 2 and {θj = 0}. The curves calculated from T –Q relation (5.6)
and the nested BAEs (5.14)–(5.15) are exactly the same as those obtained from the exact diagonalization of the transfer 
matrix t (u).
6. Diagonal boundary case
When the parameters c, c1, c2, c′, c′1, c′2 in the reflection matrices K±(u) given by (2.16)
and (2.19) vanish, the corresponding K-matrices become diagonal ones. Let us denote them 
by K¯±(u), namely,
K¯−(u) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
eu sinh(ζ − u) 0 0
0 eu sinh(ζ − u)
0 e−u sinh(ζ + u)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (6.1)
K¯+(u) =MK¯−(−u− 3η/2) ∣∣ζ→ζ ′ . (6.2)
Moreover, the corresponding decomposition {K(i)(u)} in (5.16)–(5.18), if denoted by K¯(i)(u), 
are given by
K¯(1)(u) = e 32η sinh(ζ + u) sinh(ζ ′ − u+ η
2
), (6.3)
K¯(2)(u) = e 32η sinh(ζ − u− η) sinh(ζ ′ + u+ 3η
2
), (6.4)
K¯(3)(u) = K¯(2)(u). (6.5)
Then the corresponding T –Q relations (5.6)–(5.7) become the usual homogeneous ones and now 
are given by
(u) = sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) K¯
(1)(u)a0(u)
Q¯(1)(u− η)
Q¯(1)(u)
+ sinh 2u sinh(2u+ 3η) K¯(2)(u)b0(u)Q¯
(1)(u+ η)Q¯(2)(u− η)
¯ (1) ¯ (2)sinh(2u+ η) sinh(2u+ 2η) Q (u)Q (u)
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sinh(2u+ 2η)K¯
(3)(u)b0(u)
Q¯(2)(u+ η)
Q¯(2)(u)
, (6.6)
2(u) = ρ2(2u− η)b0(u− η)
×
{
sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh 2u sinh(2u− η) K¯
(1)(u)K¯(2)(u− η)a0(u)Q¯
(2)(u− 2η)
Q¯(2)(u− η)
+ sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) sinh 2u K¯
(1)(u)K¯(3)(u− η)a0(u)Q¯
(1)(u− η)Q¯(2)(u)
Q¯(1)(u)Q¯(2)(u− η)
+ sinh(2u− 2η) sinh(2u+ 3η)
sinh(2u+ η) sinh(2u+ 2η) K¯
(2)(u)K¯(3)(u− η)b0(u)Q¯
(1)(u+ η)
Q¯(1)(u)
}
. (6.7)
Here the corresponding Q-functions are
Q¯(k)(u) =
M¯k∏
l=1
sinh(u− λ(k)l ) sinh(u+ λ(k)l + kη), 0 ≤ M¯2 ≤ N, 0 ≤ M¯1 ≤ M¯2. (6.8)
The resulting homogeneous relation (6.6) recovers that obtained by the algebraic Bethe ansatz 
method [52], while the reference state is chosen as
|vac >=
⎛
⎝ 00
1
⎞
⎠⊗
⎛
⎝ 00
1
⎞
⎠⊗
⎛
⎝ 00
1
⎞
⎠⊗ · · · ⊗
⎛
⎝ 00
1
⎞
⎠ , (6.9)
and the associated creation operators are the off-diagonal matrix elements of the 3-rd row of the 
double-row monodromy matrix T(u) given by (2.22).
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we study the exact solution of the anisotropic quantum spin chain with generic 
open boundary conditions and associated with SUq(3) algebra. After giving the off-diagonal re-
flection matrixes, by using the fusion technique, we obtain some closed operator identities among 
the transfer matrices, the degenerate points and the corresponding asymptotic behaviors. Based 
on them, we construct the nested inhomogeneous T –Q relations and the Bethe ansatz equations. 
These results can be generalized to the higher rank case. Moreover, when the boundary param-
eters take special values corresponding to the diagonal reflection matrices, our results recover 
those previously obtained by the conventional Bethe ansatzs.
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Appendix A. Asymptotic behaviors for the other two cases reflecting matrices
When the reflection matrices K± are given by (2.17) and (2.19), the asymptotic behaviors of 
fused transfer matrices tm(u) are
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(2N+4)u+3η [c′ c1c2
c
e2η e2ηQ(2)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)eNηe−ηQ
(2)
]
+ · · · , (A.1)
t1(u)|u→−∞ = − 14N+1 e
−(2N+4)u−3η
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e2η e−2ηQ(2)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η) e−Nη eηQ
(2)
]
+ · · · , (A.2)
t2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+5ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e2η e−2ηQ(2)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)e−Nη eηQ
(2)
]
+ · · · , (A.3)
t2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u−ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
e2ηe2ηQ(2)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η) eNη e−ηQ
(2)
]
+ · · · , (A.4)
where the operator Q(2) is
Q(2) =
N∑
l=1
E22l , E
22 =
⎛
⎝ 0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
⎞
⎠ . (A.5)
The asymptotic behaviors of fused transfer matrices tm(u) associated with the reflection ma-
trices K± given by (2.18) and (2.19) are
t1(u)|u→+∞ = − 14N+1 e
(2N+4)u+5η [c′ c1c2
c
eηe2ηQ(3)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η) eNη e−ηQ
(3)
]
+ · · · , (A.6)
t1(u)|u→−∞ = − 14N+1 e
−(2N+4)u−η
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
eηe−2ηQ(3)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η) e−Nη eηQ
(3)]+ · · · , (A.7)
t2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+8ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
eη e−2ηQ(3)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η) e−Nη eηQ
(3)
]
+ · · · , (A.8)
t2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u+2ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
eη e2ηQ(3)
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η) eNη e−ηQ
(3)
]
+ · · · , (A.9)
where the operator Q(3) is
Q(3) =
N∑
E33l , E
33 =
⎛
⎝ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
⎞
⎠ . (A.10)l=1
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Q(2) (resp. Q(3)) generates a remaining U(1)-symmetry for the corresponding model respec-
tively. Moreover the eigenvalues of the operator are 0, 1, · · · , N . Hence the whole Hilbert space 
can be decomposed into the subspaces labeled by its eigenvalue, on which the transfer matrices 
are invariant. We can calculate the asymptotic behaviors of the corresponding transfer matrices 
on each subspace.
For the reflection matrix K± given by (2.17) and (2.19), the asymptotic behaviors of m(u)
can be obtained by acting the operator (A.1)–(A.4) on the subspace on which the eigenvalue of 
the operator Q(2) is M . After some calculations, we arrive at
1(u)|u→+∞ = −e
(2N+4)u+3η
4N+1
[
c′ c1c2
c
e2Mη+2η + (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · ,
(A.11)
1(u)|u→−∞ = − 14N+1 e
−(2N+4)u−3η
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e−2Mη+2η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · , (A.12)
2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+5ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e−2Mη+2η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · , (A.13)
2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u−ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
e2Mη+2η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · . (A.14)
For the reflection matrix K± given by (2.18) and (2.19), the asymptotic behaviors of m(u)
can be obtained by acting the operator (A.6)–(A.9) on the subspace on which the eigenvalue of 
the operator Q(3) is M . The finial results read
1(u)|u→+∞ = −e
(2N+4)u+5η
4N+1
[
c′ c1c2
c
e2Mη+η + (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · ,
(A.15)
1(u)|u→−∞ = − 14N+1 e
−(2N+4)u−η
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e−2Mη+η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · , (A.16)
2(u)|u→+∞ = − 142N+3 e
4(N+3)u+8ηc′ c1c2
c
[
c
c′1c′2
c′
e−2Mη+η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(M−N)η
]
+ · · · , (A.17)
2(u)|u→−∞ = − 142N+3 e
−4(N+3)u+2ηc
c′1c′2
c′
[
c′ c1c2
c
e2Mη+η
+ (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e(N−M)η
]
+ · · · . (A.18)
For the reflection matrix K± given by (2.17) and (2.19), the eigenvalues of the transfer matri-
ces t (u) and t2(u) are described by the ansatz (5.6) and (5.7) with the decomposition
G.-L. Li et al. / Nuclear Physics B 910 (2016) 410–430 429K(1)(u) = e2η(e−u sinh(ζ + u)− c sinh 2u)
× (eu− η2 sinh(ζ ′ − u+ η
2
)+ c′ sinh 2(u− η
2
)), (A.19)
K(2)(u) = e2η(eu+η sinh(ζ − u− η)+ c sinh 2(u+ η))
× (e−u− 3η2 sinh(ζ ′ + u+ 3η
2
)− c′ sinh 2(u+ 3η
2
)), (A.20)
K(3)(u) = K(2)(u), (A.21)
and the parameter h takes the value of
h = c c
′
1c
′
2
c′
e−(M+N)η−12η + c′ c1c2
c
e(M+N)η+16η − (c1c′2 + c′1c2e4η). (A.22)
For the reflection matrix K± given by (2.18) and (2.19), the eigenvalues of the transfer matri-
ces t (u) and t2(u) are also characterized by the ansatz (5.6) and (5.7) with the parametrization
K(1)(u) = e2η(eu sinh(ζ − u)− ce2u sinh 2u)
× (e−u+ η2 sinh(ζ ′ + u− η
2
)+ c′e−2(u− η2 ) sinh 2(u− η
2
)), (A.23)
K(2)(u) = e2η(e−u−η sinh(ζ + u+ η)+ ce−2(u+η)) sinh 2(u+ η))
× (eu+ 3η2 sinh(ζ ′ − u− 3η
2
)− c′e2(u+ 3η2 ) sinh 2(u+ 3η
2
)), (A.24)
K(3)(u) = K(2)(u), (A.25)
and the constant h is given by
h = c c
′
1c
′
2
c′
e−(M+N)η−11η + c′ c1c2
c
e(M+N)η+17η − (c1c′2 + c′1c2e2η)e2η. (A.26)
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